Nomor Research GmbH

- Privately owned company located in Munich, Germany
- Founded in 2004 (Spin off from TU Munich)
- 17 engineers (all with master or PhD)
- What Nomor Research provides:
  - Technology consulting services,
    - Including simulation support, patent support, standardization support
  - Training courses
  - Technical focus on
    - 3GPP technologies (HSPA/LTE/5G)
      - Offered Services
        - System Level Simulations
        - Technical Consultancy, Standardization and Patent Support, Training
      - Customers
        - Classical 3GPP players: vendors, operators, smaller players
        - „Verticals“ (e.g. car industry, public safety)
      - Multimedia Delivery
        - Standardization, demonstrations, interoperability aspects
          - MPEG-DASH, MPEG-CMAF, HLS, Smooth Streaming

- Cf. www.nomor.de